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ABSTRACT 

2 The "action integral" is defined by I(t) = l i  dt, where i is the current  in the 

exploding wire and t is the time. (The name derives f rom an inexact analogy with 

classical mechanics: . i : ,  dq(= idt):dx, and 1:/&dx. ) F o r  many purposes, I is a 

useful supplement to the energy integral, U = l i 2 r d t j  where r is the resis tance of . 

the wire. F o r  example, it i s  expected that a t  voltage spike time Is = k~~ and 

Us = kl&A, where k and k1 a r e  constants of the wire material ,  and 1 and A a r e ,  

respectively, the length and cross-  sectional a r e a  of the wire. The relation fo r  

Is was found experimentally to hold within 10 percent over ranges of 2000:l in A, 

400:l in &, and 10:l in current  density. In contrast,  the Us relation failed to hold 

for  changes in and in current  density. F o r  many purposes, the nonlinear behav- 

ior  of r i s  expressed more  conveniently by r = r(1) than by r = r(U), although nei- 

. . .  ther  was found adequate over large ranges of average cur ren t  density. Machine 

calculations making ,use of some of these propert ies  have been completed and will : . 

be presented.. 



USE OF THE "ACTION INTEGRAL" IN EW STUDIES 

The work on exploding wires at Sandia Corporation has been concerned 

largely with the electrical behavior of the wire up to the time of the voltage spike. 

W e  call this: Lilut: Ll~t: " l l l~~ t !  UP burst". Up t O  the tlme of burst, the explosion 

process is relatively uncomplicated by gas discharge effects and is controlled 

.mainly by solid and liquid conduction effects. For  the study of the wire in this 

preburst region, we have found that the so-called ."action integral" is a convenient 

variable. The action integral, o r  simply the "actio~i", is defined by 

where i is the current flowing through the wire and i = dq/dt. What we call the 
. . 

action here has in the literature had various .names, such a s  "current heat integral" 

and ."thermal inertia". The name .''action" used here results  from a superficial 

similarity betiveeA the quantity it  represerlts.and the action in classical mechanics, 

where 

action p /;dx . . 
. . 

~ h &  energy diss'ipated in the wire up to time t is given by 

. . 

where r is ' the instantaneous resistance of the %re. 
. - 

For  quasi-static..,c,onstant pressure heating of the wire, with,no energy losses 

and no mechanical . . work, '.. . , . .. . . ,. . 

. . 
2 dU = i rdt = f(r)dr  



which says  that the resistance of the wire depends only on the energy input during 

the heating, melting, and vaporizing processes. The right-hand equality may be 

solved for  r to show that 

that is, the resistance of the wire is an explicit function of the action. The energy 

o r  the temperature may similarly be used a s  a ,variable but, a s  .will be shown, 

neither is a s  convenient a s  the action for many purposes. Note that the resistance 

cannot be expressed a s  an explicit function oi time, Unless the clrcull bel~aviul. is 

negligibly affected by the presence of the wire. 

It is possible to perform the integrations indicated above, using handbook 

data for  the constants. It is assumed that the metal vapor i s  nonconducting. The 

resistance therefore increases very ~ a p i d l y  a s  the wire evaporates and becbmca 

. smaller  in diameter. Formally, according to this'nlodel, 1 . 4 1 ~  - 1)- 'I2 a s  I 

approaches the limiting value Is, corresponding to complete vaporization. If 

breakdown does not occur, I = Is corresponds to the beginning of the pause. 

Figure 1 compares the observed resistance versus action behavior with that 

predicted from handbook data. The experimental I was about 6 percent larger  
S 

than predicted, which is within the combined uncertai11l;ies of the comparison. 

This 6 'percent has been normalized out in the figure. The remaining discrepancy 

is rea l  and is discussed by Tucker. 

Ullder the assumptions stated, both the energy and t h e  action a t  the time of 

burst  should be easily scaled with the dimensions of the wire. The energy dissipated 

should be given by Us = kAUV, where L is the lerlgllr of the wire, A is i ts  crouu- 

sectional area,  and U is the energy per  unit volume needed to convert the wire v 
material from solid to vapor under the assumed constant pressure conditions. 

2 Similarly, for the action, Is = A K, where K is another constant of the wire mate- 

rial. As both Tucker and Cnare have mentioned, the scaling works well for  the 

action and l e s s  well for the energy. That is, I remains within 10 percent of its s 
predicted value for  2000-fold changes in A, 400-fold changes in L, and 10-fold 

changes in J, the current density. The scaling has been a t  least partially verified 

for  several  materials, namely copper, nickel, and iron. 

The ambient gas and i ts  pressure were also varied and found not to change 

Is. 
Finally, the scaling was found to hold for two distinctly different input wave 

forms--the current s tep usedby  Tucker and the sine wave used by.Cnare. 



Figure 1. Normalized resistance versus action for silver. 
Comparison of theory with experiment. Arbitrary scales. 



F o r  the quantity Us, it  is found' necessary to replace the simple scaling 

law by Us = (1. + i O ) A u v ( ~ ) .  Figures 2 and 3 show the observed behavior of Is/A 2 

and Us/lA. 

The action has been found useful for several  purposes. It is more easily 

measured than the energy since it may be obtained from a measurement of the 

current only. To measure the energy, it  is necessary in most clrcuils to observe 

both voltage and current. 

F o r  a simple se r i e s  circuit, which the usual exploding-wi,re system is, the 

action i s  the same for any elerne111 ill l l ~ e  circuit. .Ltl p~r'I~Ii:~il i- i~.  thc'cncrgy wastprl 

in  any linear resistance external to the exploding wire is given a t  time t by U (t) 
X 

= RI(t). Lf the pulse heating of any circuil element cxternal to the exploding wirc 

is of interest,  it may be studied conveniently with the action a s  the independent 

variable. The action hac proved u s ~ f u l  fo r  the prediction of the time of burst 

because of the constancy of I over wide f angco of par;lmeter values. 
S 

It has been shown that the ,resistance of the exploding wire may b.e expressed 

uniquely and conveniently a s  a function of the action. This fact has been used in 

both approximate analytical 'and machine calculatir>i~s for the nonlinear ci.rcuit 

problem presented by the LCR exploding-wire circuit. It is also being used in an 

a s  yet unfinished machine calcula.tion for the transient field prob1em;in the interior 

of the wire. 

The problem of analyzing and sylllliebizing diir'g@-cr.!r-l.ri,.t gencbators for 

exploding wires is difficult because of the extreme rlonlinearity of the wire resist-  .. . 
ance. 'l'he difficulty is threcfold; F i ra t ,  the magnitude,of the ,change in the res is t -  

ance is large; sometimes. a , fac tor  of several  hundred.. Second, . . the.resistance > .  de- 

pends on the energy o r  the act1011 arid not simply on the time o r  the current. Third, 

the form of the dependence on the energy or  action is fairly cnmglex. The problem, 

therefore, is of a different order  o'f difficulty from the rlonlinear circuit problems 

which have been &kcessfully handled irialyticaily so fal;. , ' . :. . . . . .  

The so-called phase plane presentation is helpful for a qualitative picture of 

the circuit behavior. We have used the current through the circuit, i, versus the 

charge on the capacitor, q, a s  phase plane coordinates. When properly normalized, 

the i versus q trajectories a l l  l ie within a unit circle, the constant energy curves 

a r e  concentric circles, and the a r e a  between the trajectory and the i = 0 axis is 

the action. If the resistance is a function of energy o r  action only, i t  is constant 

along concentric circles. A geometric picture of other circuit quantities such a s  

power and voltage may also be constructed. The phase plane technique is a power- 

ful ai-d- in the synthesis of surge-current generators for exploding wires. Figure 4 



in amp coul/(cir mil) 
2 

Figure 2. Plot of action to burst KAC 

a s  a function of current density J .  1 in ampslc i r  mil. 0, - Obtained by variation of 

initial cable voltage. A ; A - Obtained by variation of initial radius. 

.CALCULATED Uv 
FROM HANDBOOK 
DATA = 5.4 

Figure 3. Plot showing the energy to burst dependency on current density 

in gold. Ordinate is energy per  unit volume in jouleslcir mil mil. Abscissa 

is current density in ampslc i r  mil. 0 - Obtained by variation of initial cable 

voltage. A - Obtained by variation of initial radius. 



Figure 4. Family of p h ~ s e  plane trajectories for exploding wil'es. Ordinate 
normalized current. A b s c i s s ~  normalized charge left on .the capacitor. The family 
of curves i s  for  wires requiring the same normalized energy to burst but requiring 
different action to b u ~ s t .  



shows examples of phase plane trajectories for circuits containing exploding 

wires. 

For  a capacitor discharge type of wire-exploding circuit, the governing 

differential equation is 

where r is the nonlinear resistance of the exploding wire. As before, r may be 

written r = r(1) for  the preburst region, where the actual r(1) function is like that 

in Figure 1. . This nonlinear ordinary differential equation is easily solved by 

modern electronic analog computers which have input tables for arb i t rary  functions. 

We have used the Sandia REAC analog computer for  this study. Each solution re -  

quire-d about 15 seconds to run and has a mathematical accuracy of about 1 percent. 




